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WP3	in	Context	of	CoLiSA	

WP1:	Management	(IISB)	

WP2:	Material	Development	&	
Characteriza?on	(Arkema)	

WP3:	Model	development		
(UGOE)	
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WP5:	Process	Implementa?on,	
Applica?on	&	Exploita?on	(LETI)	



WP3:	Model	development	–	Objec(ves	
Overarching	goal:		
	
Devise	and	validate	hierarchical	computa.onal	models	and	
simula(on	strategies	to	systema?cally	predict	Directed	Self-
Assembly	(DSA)	of	complex	copolymer	materials	

		
•  atomis?c	modeling	of	high-χ	materials	(Doros	Theodorou)	
•  coarse-grained	simula0ons	of	defect	proper0es	and		

kine0cs	of	structure	forma0on	during		
chemical	epitaxy	and	graphoepitaxy		

•  devise	and	validate	new	reduced	models	(Con.nuum	Models,				
CM,	and	Interface	Hamiltonians,	IH)	that	efficiently	predict		
large-scale	directed	self-assembly,	DSA	
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Parameter-passing	strategy	



Atomis(c	modeling	

Full	Atom	Force	Fields	

COMPASS	
ü  	Detailed	fully	atomis(c	

ü  Es(ma(on	of	physical	proper(es	(ρ	,	
βT	,δ)	close	to	the	experimental	ones	

Es(mates	of	mixing	proper(es	(χ)					
five	(mes	higher	than	experimental	

Computa(onally	demanding	

x		

x		

Sun,	J.	Phys.	Chem.	B	102,	7338	(1998)		

United	Atom	Force	Fields	

United	atom	representa(ons	

TraPPE-UA	

ü  Es(ma(on	of	mixing	proper(es	
(χ)	close	to	the	experimental	
ones	

ü  Fewer	degrees	of	freedom,	
less	computa(on	(me	

ü  Es(ma(on	of	physical	proper(es	
(ρ	,	βT	,δ)	close	to	the	
experimental	ones	

x		

Mar(n,	Siepmann,	J.	Phys.	Chem.	
B,	103,	4508	(1999)	

Computa(onally	demanding	

DREIDING	
ü  	Fully	atomis(c	

Es(ma(on	of	physical	
proper(es	(ρ	,	βT	,δ)	
deviated	significantly	from	
experimental	ones	

x		

Mayo,	Olafson,	Goddard,	J.	
Phys.	Chem.,	94,	8897	(1990)		

x		

Panagiotis-Nikolaos Tzounis, Stefanos D. Anogiannakis,  
            Doros N. Theodorou 



Polymer Blend χsim χexp [1] 

PS / PMMA 0.046 0.037 

 

[1]	Russell,	Hjelm,	Seeger,	Macromolecules,	23,	890-893	(1990)	

10	PS	pentamers	
+	

10	PMMA	pentamers	
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isothermal	–	isobaric	(NpT)	ensemble	

1	fs	integra(on	step,	runs	up	to	2	μs	

T	=	450	K,		p	=	1	atm	

cubic	box	~	26	Å	

Molecular	Dynamics	Simula(on	of	PS/PMMA		
with	TraPPE-UA	force	field	



Surface	tension	calcula(ons	

Film Simulation Experiment 

sim
f 48 2.1mN/ mγ = ±

PS(52%) -b- PMMA 

exp
f 40.7 mN/ mγ =

PS(70%) -b- PMMA 

PS(4.6 kg/mol) sim
f,PS 38 4.0. N/m9 mγ ±=

sim
f,PMMA 44.3 3.0 mN/mγ = ±PMMA 

(3.2 kg/mol) 

exp
f,PS 40.7 mN/mγ =

exp
f,PMMA 41.1mN/mγ =

Harris M.; et al. Macromolecules 
2003, 36, 3307-3314 

Arujo L.E. Project 
Communication  

PS-b-PMMA 
(67 kg/mol S  
+ 65 kg/mol MMA) 

sim
f,PS-b-PMMA 42.1 5.0 mN/mγ = ± Weight average of PS and 

PMMA? 
(No literature data available) 



Molecular	Dynamics	Simula(on	of	PLA		
with	TraPPE-UA	force	field	

Physical Properties 
Simulation 

(short chains, 5mers) 
Experimental 
(long chains) 

( )g/mLρ  0.98 1.10 [1] 
1 5

T (bar ) 10β − −×  12.90 -  
1/2(MPa )δ  16.55 19.16 - 19.53 [2,3] 

 

[1]	Fang,	Hanna,	Industrial	Crops	and	Products,	10,	47–53	(1999)	
[2]	Agrawal,	Saran,	Rath,	Khanna,	Polymer,	45,	8603–8612	(2004)	
[3]	Karst,	Yang,	J.	Applied	Pol.	Sc.,	96,		416–422	(2005)	

T	=	450	K		,		p	=	1	atm	

isothermal	–	isobaric	(NpT)	ensemble	

1	fs	integra(on	step,	runs	up	to	1	μs	

PLA	

cubic	box	~	19	Å	

10	atac(c	
pentameric	PLA	

chains		



Polymer Blend χsim χexp 
PS / PLA 0.37 0.233 [1,2] 
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⎝ ⎠

isothermal	–	isobaric	(NpT)	ensemble	

1	fs	integra(on	step,	runs	up	to	2	μs	

T	=	450	K,		p	=	1	atm	

[1]	Zalusky	,	Olayo-Valles	,	Wolf,	Hillmyer,	J.	Am.	Chem.	Soc.,	124,	12761–12773	(2002)	
[2]	Keen,	Yu,	Cheng,	Jack,	Nicholson,	Whimaker,	Blakey,		
						Langmuir,	28,	15876–15888	(2012)	

cubic	box	~	26	Å	

10	PS	pentamers	
+	

10	PLA	pentamers	

Molecular	Dynamics	Simula(ons	of	PS/PLA		
with	TraPPE-UA	force	field	



•  fully	atomis(c	genera(on	of	
ini(al	configura(ons	of	a	
symmetric	block	copolymer1	

•  single-chain	Monte	Carlo	
simula(on	

8 kg/mol block 
copolymer chain  
(38 MMA and 38 
S units) 

Informing	the	coarse-grained	models	

204 kg/mol block copolymer chain  
(1000 MMA and 1000 S units) 

1. Theodorou,	Suter,		Macromolecules	1986,	18,	1467.	



Sop,	coarse-grained	model	
bead-spring	model	with	sop,	pairwise	interac(ons	
	

effec(ve	interac(ons	become	weaker	for	large	degree	of	coarse-graining		
									no	(strict)	excluded	volume,	sop,	effec(ve	segments		can	overlap,		
									rather	enforce	low	compressibility	on	length	scale	of	interest,		
``																																											´´									-terms	generate	pairwise	interac(ons	
																																																					par(cle-based	descrip(on	for	MC,	BD,	DPD,		
																																																					or	SCMF	simula(ons		

with	

molecular	architecture:		
Gaussian	chain	

Müller,	Smith,	J.	Polym.	Sci.	B	43,	934	(2005);	Daoulas,	Müller,	J.	Chem.	
Phys.	125,	184904	(2006);	Detcheverry,	Kang,	Daoulas,	Müller,	Nealey,	
de	Pablo,	Macromolecules	41,	4989	(2008)	



 dynamics of defect annihilation in PS/PMMA system   
background:	
coarse-grained	parameters	that	relate		
coarse-grained	model	to	experiments	
							(me-temperature	superposi(on	

Re0 or L0   – length scale 
χN(T,φp)   – energy scale 
                – relevance of fluctuations 
D(T,φp)     – time scale τ=Reo

2/D 
N̄

Maxime	Argoud	

tT-superposi(on	
for	scaling	of	
correla(on	length	
Ceresoli,	Volpe,	Seguini,	
Antonioli,	Gianou,	
Sparnacci,	Laus,	Perego,		
J.	Mater.	Chem.	C	3,	8618	
(2015)	
	



Model	development	–	SCMF	simula(on	
exploi(ng	the	(me-scale	separa(on	between	strong	bonded	
and	weak	non-bonded	interac(ons	
	

Müller,	Smith,	J.	Polym.	Sci.	B	43,	934	(2005);		
Daoulas,	Müller,	J.	Chem.	Phys.	125,	184904	(2006)	



Porting of SCMF simulation program on GPU cluster 

Ø MPI 
•  no domain decomposition 
•  polymer block parallel  

 
Ø  OpenACC 2.5 

•  fine grain parallel (polymer) 
•  #pragma GPU parallel 
•  Imemory offloading 
•  PGI compiler 

 
Ø  OpenMP 

•  like OpenACC  
•  any compiler 

Ø  features 
•  Smart Monte-Carlo moves 
•  Distributed computation via  

MPI / OpenMP  
•  single source code multiple 

architectures: CPU and GPU 
(via OpenACC) 

•  hdf5 i/o format, parallel i/o 
•  up to 64 polymer types  



Por(ng	of	SCMF	simula(on	program	on	GPU	cluster	

Features Features, Future & Limits

SOMA: New System Sizes

I 0.88Re ⇥ 240.64Re ⇥ 135.36Re ,

I nN ⇡ 5 · 108 & time: 2TR

I 10 nvidia K80 devices

I 20h computation time

FLYJUM 12 / 14

0.88Re×240.64Re×135.36Re        10 nvidia K80 devices  
nN ≈500 · 106  time: 4τR              20h computation time 



Self Consistent  
Field Theory/ 

soft, coarse-grained model 

2-step	Reverse	Mapping	from	Sop	to	Atomis(c	

Coarse-grained beads 

tim
e 

length Discretized 
continuum 

Coarse-grained  
MD or MC 

United atoms 

Atomistic  
MD or MC 

excluded volume 
interactions 
quasi-Metropolis 
insertion of CG beads1 

atomistic reconstruction2 

 coarse-grained parameters (i.e. chain dimensions) 

1.  Theodorou,	Suter,	Macromolecules	1986,	18,	1467	
2.  Vogiatzis,		Theodorou,	Macromolecules	2014,	47,	387	
3.  Theodorou,	Vogiatzis,	Kri(kos,	Macromolecules	2014,	47,	6964	

goal: local stresses  
at the interfaces3 

Georgios G. Vogiatzis, Doros N. Theodorou 



Self-similar	reverse	mapping	

SCMF chain path 
Kremer-Grest beads 

1.  Build KG beads along SCMF 
paths 

2.  Reconstruct monomers inside  
KG beads 

Self-similarity: at every reverse 
mapping level the positions of the 
coarse grained sites are reserved 



•  Lamellar structure obtained by SCMF 
simulations1  
•  120 chains 
•  64 segments / chain 
•  length scale set by the  

end-to-end distance of chains 

•  Mapping SCMF threads to  
Lennard-Jones particles2  
(Kremer-Grest model) 
•  120 chains 
•  256 LJ beads / chain  

(1 to 4 fine-graining) 
 

•  Re-introducing atomistic details 
•  1 bead corresponds to 5 S/MMA 

monomers (1 to 20 fine-graining) 

1.  Daoulas,		Müller,		J.	Chem.	Phys.	2006,	126,	184904.	
2.  Chremos,		Nikoubashman,		Panagiotopoulos,			

J.	Chem.	Phys.	2014,	140,	054909.	

Genera(ng	atomis(c	configura(ons	



Reduced	models	–		Con(nuum	models	(CM)	
Idea:	describe	the	free	energy	as	func(onal	of		
										composi(on	field	(order	parameter)	
										no	molecular	degrees	of	freedom,	speed-up	
										(easier)	access	to	free	energy		
a)		Swi]-Hohenberg	model		
advantages:		
•  numerically	easier		
•  consistent	descrip(on	of	boundaries							
problems:		
•  no	separa(on	between	domain	size	and	interface	width	
•  miscibility	gap	at	large	incompa(bility	between	modulated	phases	
•  does	not	capture	unstable/metastable	transi(on	of	defects	
					for	incompa(bili(es	below	the	triple	point	
b)  (generalized)	Ohta-Kawasaki	model	

	



Defini(on	of	Ohta-Kawasaki	(OK)	model	

F [m]

kBT
p
N̄

= ⌘F

Z
dr0

⇢
�1

2
m2 +

�

3
m3 +

1

4
m4 +

1

2
|r0m|2

�

+
↵

2

Z
dr0dr00 m(r0)G(r0 � r00)m(r00)

•  free energy as a functional of the order-parameter field m(r) 
•  two model parameters, α and γ, that characterize contributions 

that represent chain connectivity and compositional asymmetry, 
respectively 

•  three coefficients (in front of the m2-, m4- and square-gradient 
terms have been set to unity by identifying the order-parameter 
scale ψ0, the free-energy scale ηF and the length scale ξ  

kBT denotes the thermal energy and                              the invariant  
degree of polymerization, ρpoly is the polymer number density  
      and Reo the (unperturbed) end-to-end distance 

N̄ = (⇢
poly

R
eo

)3



Rescaling	of	length,	free-energy	and	order-parameter	

•  relation between order-parameter m and A-volume fraction, φA 
 
                                    with 
 
here f is the average fraction of A component and  
ψ0 is a scaling factor that needs to be determined  
(note that the physical limits                          are/cannot be not enforced) 

 
•  relation between the unit length ξ of OK model and  

physical length unit Reo has to be determined 
 
•  relation between the free energy of OK model and SCFT  

m(r) =
�A(r)� f

 0

0  �A(r)  1

Z
dr m(r) = 0

fSCFT ⌘ F

nkBT
=

F/kBTp
N̄V/R3

eo

= ⌘
F

✓
R

eo

⇠

◆3 FOK

V/⇠3| {z }
fOK



Mapping	between	OK	model	and	SCFT	
Goal: determine the two model parameters, α and γ, and the three 
scale factors ξ/Reo, ηF and ψ0 for length, free energy and order 
parameter as a function of the physical parameters incompatibility 
χN, A-volume fraction f (and invariant degree of polymerization     ) 
 
Outline of RPA-mapping: 
a)  use Leibler’s Random-Phase Approximation (RPA) to obtain  

a systematic expansion of the free-energy functional   
in terms of Fourier modes          (neglecting q-dependence of  
all vertices except the 2nd order one) 

b)  truncate series at 4th order in ψ and 4th order gradient terms 
(i.e. approximate the q-dependence of 2nd order vertex by 
parabola)         Swift-Hohenberg model 

c)  truncate series at 4th order in ψ and approximate the q-
dependence of the 2nd order vertex (inverse structure factor) by 
q2 and 1/q2 terms         Ohta-Kawasaki model 

d)  rescale length, free energy and order parameter  

N̄

F [ ]
 (q)



Mapping	between	OK	model	and	SCFT	
results of RPA mapping: 
a)  model parameters 

b)  model scales 

 
with abbreviations (for 2nd order vertices) 
 
 
and numerical fits for the 3rd and 4th order vertex (from Fredrickson-Helfand) 
 

↵ =
36ab

(12�N � as)2
� =

3v0p
u0(12�N � as)

 0 =

r
12�N � as

u0
⌘F =

p
2b3/2

3u0

p
12�N � as

⇠

R
eo

=

s
2b

12�N � as

a(f) =
3

[f(1� f)]2
s(f) ⇡ 1.572� 2.7019f(1� f)b(f) =

1

4f(1� f)

(could, in principle, be computed  
 from known vertex functions) 

u0 = c4� = c4
n

�0.5 + [�0.3 � �0.5]
1/[f(1�f)]�4

16/21

o

v0 = c3µ = c3µ0.3
1/f � 2

4/3



RPA	mapping	and	One-Mode-Approxima(on	(OMA)	
RPA expansion is accurate for small variations of the order parameter,  
i.e. in the weak segregation limit (WSL) 
In WSL the variation of m is approximately sinusoidal,  
i.e. can be described by a single Fourier mode         one-mode-approximation 
 
lamellar phase: 
 
optimal lamellar spacing                      free energy 
 
hexagonal phase:                                              with 
 
optimal hexagonal spacing 
free energy (density) 
 
            with  
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data for symmetric systems, f=1/2, in lamellar phase 
a=48, b=1, s=0.907, u0=156.56 (from slide 5) 
 
 
lamellar spacing:                    in OK-OMA unit ξ
scale factor  

↵ =
1728

(12�N � 43.536)2
=

12

(�N � 3.628)2
(NB: previous mapping used a slightly  
 different value of s to adjust the ODT) 

f=1/2 

f=1/2 
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Comparison	between	OK	and	SCFT	(RPA-mapping)	



Observation: RPA-mapping is reasonably accurate in the vicinity of ODT  
       (as expected) but description deteriorates for the important range χN>15 
Possible solutions: 
a)  use higher-order expansion of SCFT – higher-order local terms mx can be 

easily incorporated but higher derivatives or mixed terms cannot. Already 
now the q-dependence of 3rd and 4th order vertex are neglected 

b)  keep the form of the OK free-energy functional but heuristically adjust the 
mapping between model parameters and scales (and physical parameters) 

Comparison	between	OK	and	SCFT	(RPA-mapping)	



Adjus(ng	the	mapping	

length scale:  
adjust to numerical SCFT calculations, 
guarantees, by construction, that periodicity L* of  
stable morphology in OK model coincides with SCFT 
 
 
free-energy scale: 
adjust to numerical SCFT calculations, 
guarantees, by construction, that excess free energy  
with respect to disordered phase coincides with SCFT 
 
 
order-parameter scale:  
not that meaningful because physical range of order parameter m  
is not enforced  
 

⇠

R
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=
L⇤
SCFT/Reo

L⇤
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⌘
F

=
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Adjus(ng	the	mapping	
model parameter α:  
for the symmetric system f=1/2 we adjusted α(χN) so that  
excess free energy of dislocation pair coincides with SCFT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
no significant deviations from RPA-mapping, 
also transition from metastable to unstable dislocation pairs is reproduced          
         keep analytic form of RPA-relation for α
         (also indicates that adjustment is not too unphysical)  
  

f=1/2 
lamellar phase 
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Table 1. Coordinates along the Blmndaries of the Qrae  
Phase" 

DIS 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
0 ' " I ' ' ~ I . ' l ' * l l ' l ' '  

f 
Figure 4. Mean-field phase diagram for conformationally 
symmetric diblock melts. Phase are labeled-L (lamellar), H 
(hexagonal cylinders), QrQ& (bicontinuous Zu3d cubic), QI,~, 
(bcc spheres), CPS (close-packed spheres), and DIS (disor- 
dered). Dashed lines denote extrapolated phase boundaries, 
and the dot denotes the mean-field critical point. 

. _  
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

f 
Figure 5. Expanded view of the phase diagram in Figure 4, 
showing the weak-segregation regime. The DIS + CPS + 
Qrmsm and H + Q ~ , , g d  + L triple points are denoted with dots. 

while DFT calculations also obtain this 'V3 scaling, they 
inaccurately predict the proportionality 
At strong segregations, the interfacial width becomes 
independent of N and approaches w = 2a/(6xIu2. Be- 
cause this approximation never becomes accurate for 
reasonable  segregation^,^^ Semenov40 was stimulated to 
derive an improved SST-based expression 

which provides an accurate estimation of w by xN - 100. 
We note that refs 40 and 41 illustrated that fluctuations 
have a significant effect on w and that they need to be 
accounted for when comparing theory to experiment. 

Figure 4 presents the SCFT phase diagram for xN up 
to 120. In agreement with a prediction by S e m e n o ~ , ~ ~  
there are narrow regions of stability along the order- 
disorder transition for the CPS phase, extending toward 
the strong-segregation limit from DIS + CPS + &Imam 
triple points at xN = 17.67 and f = 1 - f = 0.235 (see 
Figure 5). We note that while the regions of stability 
for the classical ordered phases L, H, and Qmsm grow 
with increasing xN, the region of stability for the 
bicontinuous Qza& phase decreases monotonically be- 
yond xN - 18 where its width is Af = 0.037. Initially, 
it narrows gradually, but this becomes more rapid as 
xN increases. Table 1 lists coordinates for the Qzaa 
phase boundaries, which originate from triple points at 

lcN fWQ 

40 0.318 
35 0.318 
30 0.320 
26 0.324 
24 0.327 
22 0.332 
20 0.338 
18 0.346 
16 0.359 
14 0.380 
12 0.419 

4 *Hlq * Q 

1.028 
1.026 
1.023 
1.021 
1.020 
1.018 
1.016 
1.015 
1.013 
1.011 

fQ5 

0.337 
0.343 
0.349 
0.356 
0.361 
0.367 
0.375 
0.384 
0.396 
0.411 
0.434 

q*Qfq*L 

1.033 
1.030 
1.025 
1.022 
1.018 
1.015 
1.009 
1.001 
0.995 
0.990 

Af 
0.019 
0.025 
0.029 
0.032 
0.034 
0.036 
0.037 
0.037 
0.036 
0.031 
0.015 

0.0388 
0.0345 
0.0299 
0.0272 
0.0245 
0.0213 
0.0179 
0.0141 
0.0097 
0.0060 

~ H P L  

0.0084 
0.0076 
0.0069 
0.0065 
0.0059 
0.0050 
0.0040 
0.0030 
0.0019 
0.0007 

a Also listed are the ratios of q*, the magnitude of the principal 
scattering vector, for the two equilibrium phases along each 
transition. (The subscript Q denotes &,ad.) The last two columns 
list the excess free energy per molecule in units of ~ B T  for the 
Qpnsm and HPL phases along the WQrajd and QIasda transitions, 
respectively. 

xN = 11.14 and f = 1 - f = 0.452 (see Figure 5 ) .  The 
fourth column demonstrates the narrowing of the Qla$jd 
channel, suggestive of an impending H + Qza& + L 
triple point beyond which the Qa& phase would be 
unstable. At XN = 40, where the width is only Af = 
0.019,450 basis functions are used to evaluate the free 
energy of the QIaSd phase. Although the large number 
of basis functions becomes prohibitive, we are prevented 
from extending these transitions further due to conver- 
gence problems in solving the selkonsistent field equa- 
tions. We attribute this problem. to the Fourier series 
representation of the segment profiles, because small 
displacements in a sharp interface can produce drastic 
changes in large wavevector Fourier components. This 
seems to be particularly problematic for the Qza& phase. 
Still, the width of the Qla$d regicln must vary continu- 
ously and thus become even narrower beyond xN = 40, 
almost certainly pinching off. If this was not to  happen, 
it would require the trends that have slowly and 
monotonically developed to make an unprecedented and 
unphysical reversal. Although we cannot absolutely say 
the Qza& phase pinches off, it seems highly likely that 
it does, and the SST calculation3:l supports this conclu- 
sion. We note that, at weak segregations, both the CPS 
and the QIagd phase pinch off prior to the mean-field 
critical point as illustrated in Figure 5, because their 
principal scattering vectors do not form an octahe- 
dron.20fj6 

For the classical phases, calculations can be extended 
into the strong-segregation regime. In Figure 4, ex- 
trapolations are made for the Qlaa phase boundaries, 
which have them terminating ax xN - 60. Then, the 
remaining transitions are calculated up to XN = 120. 
Coordinates along the transiticins between classical 
phases are listed in Table 2. As xN diverges, the DIS/ 
CPS and CPS/QI,~, transitions will continue to ap- 
proach f = 0 and 1. The infinite X N  limit of the Qmgm/H 
and H/L transitions can in principle be determined with 
the SST. Implementing the unit-cell approximation and 
ignoring the effect of exclusion zones, SST predicts the 
limits to be f = 1 - f =  0.117 and 0.299, r e ~ p e c t i v e l y . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Proper treatments of the exclusion zones44 demonstrate 
that they can be safely i g n o r ~ ! d , ~ ~ , ~ ~  and the error 
associated with the unit-cell approximation has been 
estimated for the L/H transition. F r e d r i ~ k s o n ~ ~  found 
that the UCA causes a -4% shift, suggesting the correct 
LJH limit is at; 0.287, while Liklitman and S e m e n ~ v ~ ~  
predicted it a t  0.293. However, SCFT results extrapo- 
lated to xN = 00 provide compelling evidence that the 

Adjus(ng	the	mapping	

	
	

model parameter γ:  
compute lam/hex transition using the RPA-mapping of α(χN,f) and γ(χN,f) 
(no scale factor required) [here: OMA] 
•  no significant (?) shift of the lam/hex transition from SCFT prediction             

        keep analytic form of RPA-relation for γ
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•  alternatively, adjust γ(χN,f)=εγRPA(χN,f) ad hoc to stabilize HEX phase   

Matsen, Bates,  
Macro 29, 1092 (1996) 

f=0.35 
H 

L
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allows for a time step of order ∆t~∆x4. For the performance test, we have studied the 
formation of a one-dimensional lamellar structure at α=0.125 (χN=13.3) with a spatial 
discretization of ∆x=0.53≈R/14. Stable results were obtained with a time step of ∆t=0.01, i.e., 
33-times larger than with the Swift-Hohenberg model and we expect this computational 
advantage of the Ohta-Kawasaki model to increase at larger incompatibility, where the 
internal interfaces are narrower and a finer spatial discretization is required.  

2.2 Interface Hamiltonian 
 

The interface Hamiltonian (IH) model is derived from the strong segregation limit of 
copolymers, i.e., analytical estimates for the relation between its parameters and the physical 
properties of copolymer materials become quantitatively accurate for large χN, i.e., it covers 
the opposite parameter space compared to the RPA mapping. The interface Hamiltonian 
quantifies the free energy as a function of the systems morphology defined by the position of 
the domain interfaces and the confinement. This approach was successfully used for bulk 
phases 22,23 and thin films 24,25 at high segregation.  

The fundamental principle of the interface Hamiltonian is the reduction of the number of 
degrees of freedom of a system through analytical functions defining the shape of the 
confinement and the interfaces. For the contact-hole problem a set of Legendre polynomials 
is used because of the computational convenience of this set of orthogonal functions. Splines 
through a limited amount of points on the internal interfaces would be an alternative option. 
The radius, r, of the inner cylindrical domain is expanded in a Legendre series with the 
coefficients, 𝑎𝑖, and the confinement, R, with the coefficients 𝐴𝑖, 𝑑(𝜙) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑃𝑖(cos(𝜙))𝜒𝑃

𝑖=0  
and 𝑅(𝜙) = ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑃𝑖(cos(𝜙))𝜒𝑃

𝑖=0 , respectively, where 𝑃𝑖 denotes the i-th Legendre polynomial. 
The series is truncated at 𝜒𝑃 = 12.  

Given the shape of the interface and the confinement as 𝑑(𝜙) and 𝑅(𝜙), the free energy of 
the system is comprised of two contributions: (i) the interfacial free energy 

𝛿𝐼 = Σ 𝛾𝐼 = Σ 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 �𝜒�
𝑅𝑒2

�𝜒𝜒6  

where Σ denotes the interfacial area and (ii) the stretching free energy per chain that is 
derived by conceiving a lamellar domain as four brushes (one formed by each block). 

𝛿𝐸 = 3 𝑘𝐵𝑇 𝜋2
8 𝑅𝑏𝑤𝑏𝑏𝑘2

1
𝐻� 𝑑𝑦 𝑦2

𝐻

0
 

where 𝑅𝑏𝑤𝑏𝑏𝑘 is the unperturbed end-to-end distance of the block and y is the distance from 
the grafting surface, i.e., the plane where the junction points between the blocks are 
localized. 

We apply this strategy to the case of a double-contact hole with walls that are attractive to 
the minority component, A, of the copolymer. This leads to a system with a thin film of the 
minority component on the outer confinement boundaries and two cylinders in the center 
(see Fig. 4). For this case the stretching energy is computed for the inner B/A domain from 
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Obtaining a confinement for a specific distance of the two inner cylinders is reduced to the 
optimization of the Np coefficients of the Legendre polynomials because the free energy is 
entirely defined by the parameter sets for the confinement {𝐴𝑖} (precisely, boundary between 
the outer B/A and the inner A/B domain) and the inner cylinder {𝑎𝑖}. 

The shape and position of the inner cylinder is obtained by minimizing the free energy 
function F({Ai},{ai}) with respect to the parameter set {𝑎𝑖} while the confinement {𝐴𝑖} is kept 
constant. For the latter we use the derivative-free second-order method of Powell.26 This first 
variation, {𝑎𝑖∗({𝐴𝑖})}, yields the most probable domain shape for a given confinement. To 
obtain an inner cylinder with its center at the chosen position 𝑥0 and a volume 𝑉0 we 
introduce the weighting function, 𝑊 

𝑊({𝐴𝑖}) = (𝑉({𝑎𝑖∗({𝐴𝑖})}, {𝐴𝑖}) − 𝑉0) 2 + (𝑥({𝑎𝑖∗({𝐴𝑖})}, {𝐴𝑖}) − 𝑥0)2 . 

This weighting function is minimized with respect to the confinement parameters {𝐴𝑖}, using 
the same numerical optimization method, resulting in a double optimization scheme, where 
for every step in the minimization of 𝑊 the parameters {𝑎𝑖} are the result of a free energy 
minimization with constant {𝐴𝑖}. This way an outer confinement shape {𝐴𝑖} is obtained that 
contains an inner cylinder at its free energy minimum and with the predefined center of mass 
position and volume. Additional constraints could be added to the weighting function to 
constrain further properties of the confinement that may be beneficial for the lithographic 
process generation. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Comparison of confinement shapes generated with the interface Hamiltonian model (black 
lines) and single-chain-in-mean-field (SCMF) simulations (red/blue domains). The figure shows the 
confinement to obtain the distances 1.6 𝐿0 (top) and 1.7 𝐿0 (bottom) of the cylindrical domains for two 
different types of confinement. In the first case (left), no constraints were applied and the optimization 
resulting in an egg-box shape. In the second case (right), the confinement was restricted to have linear 
shape at the center to obtain a more rectangular shape. These two cases were selected to 
demonstrate that additional constraints can be imposed to the inverse structure calculation within the 
interface Hamiltonian framework to accommodate lithographic requirements. 
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molecular	
detail	

surface	
detail	

free-energy	
calcula?on	

kine?cs	 CPU	cost	

interface	
Hamiltonians1	

very	low	 very	low	 easy	 very	low	 very	low	

Swi]-Hohenberg	
model2	

very	low	 very	low	 easy	 medium	 very	low	

Ohta-Kawasaki	
model3	

low	 very	low	 medium	 medium	 low	

SCFT4	 medium	 medium	 excellent	 good	 medium	

CL	simula?on5	 medium	 medium	 difficult	 good	

par?cle	models6	 high	 medium	 difficult	 very	good	

Scope	of	different	models	–	quality	of	descrip(on	



Applica(ons	of	computa(onal	modeling	
•  defect	mo(on	and	annihila(on	(with	de	Pablo/Nealey	group)	
•  combina(on	of	reduced	models	(OK/IH)	with	Dr.	Litho		

for	Source/Mask/DSA	op(miza(on	(										Tim	Fühner)	
•  surfaces:	L.	Evangelio,	M.	Fernandez	Regulez,	F.	Pérez-Murano	
					background:	density-mul(plica(on	with	wide	guiding	pamerns		
	
	
				subtle	balance:	
				too	strong	preference	
													laying	lamellae	
					too	weak	preference	
													insufficient	guiding,	
													defects,	lack	of		
													registra(on	



Chemoepitaxy	with	wide	guiding	stripes	(with	CSIC)			

•  self-consistent	field	calcula(ons	
	

016,  1.547 eN L Rχ = ≈ 020,  1.651 eN L Rχ = ≈

strong field: L⊥
||, *L

weak field: L⊥



Chemoepitaxy	with	wide	guiding	stripes	(with	CSIC)			

•  iden(fying	(op(mal)	process	parameters:	
–  χN=16	(smaller	than	20)	Losurf=1.013Lo	
–  film	thickness	D/Lo=	¾	(smaller	than	0.94	in	experiments)	
–  sharp	boundaries,	symmetric	pamern,	narrow	range	of	
surface	preferences	[0.19<cosφ<0.27	(74°<φ<79°)]	



Chemoepitaxy	with	wide	guiding	stripes	(with	CSIC)		
•  matching	of	surface	interac(ons	

	

•  	
	
	
	
	
	

–  results	in	too	strong	surface	preference		
(reduc(on	factor	0.4	required	to	match	DSA	results)	

–  explana(ons:	
•  broadening	of	sharp	edges	by	Gaussian	smoothing	
•  remaining	solvent	at	substrate–copolymer	surface		

	

1 

PS/PMMA contact angles on PS-OH 

PS/PMMA blend on PS-OH brush layer: 

PS/PMMA blend on modified PS-OH brush layer: 
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(quan(ta(ve)	mapping	of	surface	
interac(ons	between	experiment	
and	theory	



Chemoepitaxy	with	wide	guiding	stripes	(with	CSIC)			

•  morphologies	upon	varying	the	top	preference	(D=3/4Lo)	

	
•  Gaussian	smoothing	of	guiding	pamern	(instead	of	sharp	edges)	
	

ΛNt=+0.08	ΛNt=+0.20	 ΛNt=-0.20	ΛNt=-0.12	

PS	adrac?ve	 PMMA	adrac?ve	

D=1.4Reo=0.94Lo	
χN=16	



Chemoepitaxy	with	wide	guiding	stripes	(with	CSIC)			

•  comparison	to	experiment		(asymmetric	strength	of	stripes)	
	

reduction of guiding fields by 0.4,  
slight top-preference for PMMA 

fix interactions and 
vary film thickness 
(uncertainty:   
 solvent may  
 swell film)  

D=3/4Lo	 D=0.78Lo	 D=1.1Lo	

D=3/4Lo	

D=1.2Lo	

D=1.07Lo	 D=1.21Lo	



Comparison	experiments/modelling	(with	CISIC)	
soft chemical functionalization strong chemical functionalization 

D = 0.75L0 D = 0.78L0 

L17 on PS-OH (PolymerSource) 



summary	

•  no	single	simula(on	technique	is	able	to	cover	the	en(re	
spectrum	of	(me	and	length	scales	

•  combina(on	of	bomom-up	and	top-down	
parameter	passing	schemes	

•  evalua(on	of	strengths	and	limita(ons	of	reduced	models	
•  applica(ons:	

–  defect	mo(on	and	annihila(on	
–  surface	interac(ons	
–  op(miza(on	of	guiding	pamerns	for	geometric	structures	
and	lithographic	feasibility;	combina(on	with	Dr.	Litho	
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